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Charles's Qualities
tough, sure, audacious, knows their own mind, explorative, resourceful, makes things happen, determined, self assured,
enterprising, measured, conservative, likes detail, can be evasive, exact, creative, impatient, demonstrative, hyper
Study Skills
Charles is a naturally detailed and creative person who likes to be in control of a situation. He
will research subjects of interest and will usually have lots of projects on the go at once.
Positive study skills are his flair and creativity with the ability to tackle complex problems.
Areas to develop with the tutor could include personal reflection and listening or working with
others.
Ultimate career success could easily involve control in a technical environment as this is a
great strength.

Things That Charles Is Likely To Do Well
Making decisions using logic
Concentrating on detail
Making sure standards are maintained
Working with high personal standards
Acting once realistic timescales are agreed and set
What Charles Has To Offer
Charles has the natural ability to push for a practical and profitable result in any area of his special interest. He also has
the ability to think strategically and solve his problems creatively. Charles is logical and analytical and this, coupled with his
naturally powerful style, will add value to his learning by using these behavioural characteristics to ensure a meaningful
result for him.

Coping Strategies: Things Charles could do better
Learn to relax and chat more
Try to be warm and welcoming sometimes
Take more notice of people’s ideas and work on upbeat presentation skills
Learn tact; other people may be useful to your plan
Learn to stop and think before acting
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